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Abstract
A platypus graph is a non-hamiltonian graph for which every vertex-deleted
subgraph is traceable. They are closely related to families of graphs satisfying
interesting conditions regarding longest paths and longest cycles, for instance
hypohamiltonian, leaf-stable, and maximally non-hamiltonian graphs.
In this paper, we first investigate cubic platypus graphs, covering all
orders for which such graphs exist: in the general and polyhedral case as
well as for snarks. We then present (not necessarily cubic) platypus graphs
of girth up to 16—whereas no hypohamiltonian graphs of girth greater than
7 are known—and study their maximum degree, generalising two theorems of
Chartrand, Gould, and Kapoor. Using computational methods, we determine
the complete list of all non-isomorphic platypus graphs for various orders and
girths. Finally, we address two questions raised by the third author in [J.
Graph Theory 86 (2017) 223–243].
Keywords: Non-hamiltonian, traceable, hypohamiltonian, hypotraceable,
cubic graph, girth, maximally non-hamiltonian graph, computations
1. Introduction
A graph is hamiltonian (traceable) if it contains a spanning cycle (spanning
path), which is called a hamiltonian cycle (hamiltonian path). A platypus
graph—or platypus for short—is a non-hamiltonian graph in which every
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vertex-deleted subgraph is traceable [23]. We shall only consider graphs with
at least three vertices and thus ignore the trivial platypus K2. A graph is
hypohamiltonian (hypotraceable) if the graph itself is non-hamiltonian (non-
traceable), yet every vertex-deleted subgraph is hamiltonian (traceable). Ev-
ery hypohamiltonian or hypotraceable graph is a platypus, but not vice-versa.
For a survey on hypohamiltonicity, see Holton and Sheehan’s [16]. For fur-
ther results on platypuses and their relationship to other classes of graphs
such as maximally non-hamiltonian or leaf-stable graphs, see [23]. For a
graph G, we denote by g(G) its girth, i.e. the length of a shortest cycle in G.
For S ⊂ V (G) we write G[S] for the subgraph of G induced by S. We call a
graph cubic or 3-regular if all of its vertices are cubic, i.e. of degree 3.
This article is organised as follows. In Section 2 we discuss cubic platy-
puses. Starting from Petersen’s graph and Tietze’s graph, we construct
an infinite family of cubic platypuses, characterising all orders for which
such graphs exist. We then investigate cubic polyhedral—i.e. planar and 3-
connected—platypuses, again characterising all orders for which such graphs
exist. It turns out that the famous Lederberg-Bosa´k-Barnette graph and the
five other structurally similar smallest counterexamples to Tait’s hamiltonian
graph conjecture are the smallest cubic polyhedral platypuses. Finally, we
also determine all orders for which platypus snarks exist.
In Section 3 we go on to study the girth of (not necessarily cubic) platy-
puses, using a construction based on generalised Petersen graphs. Although
no hypohamiltonian graph of girth greater than 7 is known, Coxeter’s graph
being the smallest hypohamiltonian graph of girth 7 (see [13]), we find platy-
puses of all girths up to and including 16. In Section 4, we generalise two
results of Chartrand, Gould, and Kapoor [8]: we show that for a given n-
vertex platypus, (i) its maximum degree is at most n− 4, and (ii) its set of
vertices of degree n− 4 induces a complete graph. Note that, combined with
a previous result of the third author [23], (i) implies that a maximally non-
hamiltonian graph of order n cannot have maximum degree n − 2 or n − 3.
In Section 5 we present the complete lists of platypuses for various orders
and lower bounds on the girth we obtained using our generation algorithm
for platypuses.
The paper ends with a discussion of Questions 1 and 4 from [23, Section 7]:
we answer the former negatively and address the latter by giving the first
non-trivial lower bound and improving the upper bound for the order of
the smallest polyhedral platypus, as well as determining the orders of the
smallest polyhedral platypuses of girth 4 and 5. Finally, we show that there
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exists a polyhedral platypus of order n for every n ≥ 21, strengthening [23,
Theorem 5.3].
2. Cubic platypuses
Lemma 1. Let G be a platypus containing a triangle v1v2v3 whose vertices
are cubic. Adding new vertices v′1, v
′
2 to V (G), we have that
T (G) = (V (G) ∪ {v′1, v′2}, (E(G) \ {v1v3, v2v3}) ∪ {v1v′1, v2v′2, v′1v′2, v′1v3, v′2v3})
is a platypus as well. The transformation T preserves 3-regularity, planarity,
and 3-connectedness.
Proof. See Figure 1 for an illustration of the transformation T . In the re-
mainder of this proof we consider G− {v1v3, v2v3} as a subgraph of T (G).
Figure 1: The transformation T .
Assume T (G) contains a hamiltonian cycle h. Excluding symmetric cases,
h∩T (G)[{v1, v2, v3, v′1, v′2}] is v1v2v′2v′1v3 or v1v′1v3v′2v2. Replacing the former
path with v1v2v3 and the latter one with v1v3v2 we obtain a hamiltonian cycle
in G, a contradiction.
Let v ∈ V (G). Since G is a platypus, G − v contains a hamiltonian
path p. As v1, v2, and v3 are cubic in G, the path p contains at least
one and at most two of the edges v1v2, v2v3, v3v1. There are six essentially
different cases for p ∩ G[{v1, v2, v3}]: v1v2 (when v = v3), v1v2 + v3, v1v3
(when v = v2), v1v3 + v2, v1v2v3, and v1v3v2. In T (G), replace these with
v1v
′
1v
′
2v2, v1v
′
1v
′
2v2 + v3, v1v
′
1v
′
2v3, v1v
′
1v
′
2v3 + v2, v1v2v
′
2v
′
1v3, and v1v
′
1v3v
′
2v2,
respectively. Thus, we obtain a hamiltonian path in T (G) − v for every
v ∈ V (T (G)) \ {v′1, v′2}.
Consider the hamiltonian path q of G − v2. Necessarily v1v3 ∈ E(q).
Let q′ = q − v1v3 lie in T (G). Now q′ ∪ v1v2v′2v3 is a hamiltonian path in
T (G)− v′1. For v′2 the same idea is used.
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A graph G is maximally non-hamiltonian if G is non-hamiltonian and
for every pair of non-adjacent vertices v and w, the graph G contains a
hamiltonian path between v and w. We need the following.
Lemma 2 (Zamfirescu [23]). Let G be a maximally non-hamiltonian graph.
Then G is a platypus if and only if ∆(G) < |V (G)| − 1.
We briefly expand on this: there exist infinitely many maximally non-
hamiltonian graphs which are not platypuses (identify a vertex of Kp with
a vertex of Kq) and infinitely many platypuses which are not maximally
non-hamiltonian (consider the dotted prisms defined in [23] and discussed in
Section 3). However, by Lemma 2 every maximally non-hamiltonian graph
G of maximum degree less than |V (G)| − 1 is a platypus.
Theorem 1. There is a cubic platypus of order n if and only if n is even
and n ≥ 10. The smallest cubic platypus is the Petersen graph.
Proof. The graphs of Petersen and Tietze, depicted in Figure 2, are cubic
maximally non-hamiltonian graphs [9] of order 10 and 12, respectively.
Figure 2: The Petersen graph (left-hand side) and the Tietze graph (right-hand
side).
By Lemma 2 they are platypuses. Tietze’s graph G contains a triangle
(see Figure 2), so we may apply transformation T from Lemma 1, obtaining
a graph T (G) that is a cubic platypus of order 14. Since T (G) contains a
triangle as well, we may iterate ad infinitum and obtain the infinite family
of graphs {T k(G)}k≥1 where |V (T k(G))| = 12 + 2k. Thus, together with
Petersen’s graph and Tietze’s graph, the first part of the theorem is shown.
The minimality of the Petersen graph follows from a result of Van Cleem-
put and the third author [23] (namely that there are no platypuses on fewer
than 9 vertices—we ignore K2), but can also be verified by inspecting Table 1
in Section 5.
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Observe that we obtain the Tietze graph by replacing a vertex in the
Petersen graph with a triangle [9]. One could wonder if we can always get
a platypus in this manner, i.e. by replacing a cubic vertex with a triangle.
In general, this is not the case: consider hypotraceable graphs. Whether in
every traceable platypus this transformation indeed yields again a platypus
is unknown.
We now turn our attention to cubic polyhedral platypuses.
Theorem 2. There exists a cubic polyhedral platypus of order n if and only
if n is even and n ≥ 38. Furthermore, all six smallest non-hamiltonian cubic
polyhedral graphs from [15]—amongst which the Lederberg-Bosa´k-Barnette
graph—are platypuses.
Proof. Holton and McKay [15] showed that the smallest non-hamiltonian
cubic polyhedral graphs have 38 vertices and that there are exactly six such
graphs of that order. Using two independent computer programs to test
for platypusness, we verified the second part of the above statement. The
programs are straightforward and verify that for every vertex v of the input
graphG, the vertex-deleted subgraphG−v is traceable. Since these programs
are very similar to the ones we used to test hypohamiltonicity in [13], we omit
the details.
We now prove the first part of the theorem. Consider the Lederberg-
Bosa´k-Barnette graph L. We leave to the reader the simple proof of the
fact that replacing a vertex w in L such that L − w is hamiltonian with a
triangle gives a cubic polyhedral platypus on 40 vertices, as the technique is
very similar to what was used in the proof of Lemma 1. The second author
verified in her master’s thesis [20] that indeed such w exist in L. We obtain a
new graph L′. Since L′ contains a triangle, we may apply Lemma 1. Iterating
this, the proof is complete.
The six graphs mentioned in Theorem 2 all have girth 4. In [15] it was
also shown that the smallest non-hamiltonian cubic polyhedral graphs of
girth 5 have 44 vertices and that there are exactly two such graphs of that
order. Using two independent computer programs to test for platypusness,
we verified the following.
Theorem 3. The smallest cubic polyhedral platypuses of girth 5 have 44
vertices and there are exactly two such graphs of that order (that is: the two
smallest non-hamiltonian cubic polyhedral graphs of girth 5 from [15]).
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A particularly interesting subclass of cubic graphs is the class of snarks :
cubic cyclically 4-edge-connected graphs with chromatic index 4 (i.e. four
colours are required in any proper edge-colouring) and girth at least 5. In [14]
the first and the third author showed the following.
Theorem 4 (Theorem 3.6 in [14]). There exists a hypohamiltonian snark of
order n if and only if n ∈ {10, 18, 20, 22} or n is even and n ≥ 26.
Recall that every hypohamiltonian graph is also a platypus. The only or-
der for which there are snarks but no hypohamiltonian snarks is 24. By taking
the complete lists of snarks from [5] and testing which ones are platypuses—
using two independent computer programs—we showed that there exists a
platypus snark of order 24. In fact, we obtained the following stronger result.
Proposition 5. Every snark on up to 30 vertices is a platypus.
Together with Theorem 4 this gives us:
Theorem 6. There exists a platypus snark of order n if and only if n = 10
or n is even and n ≥ 18.
However, not every snark is a platypus; using a computer we showed:
Proposition 7. The smallest snark which is not a platypus has 32 vertices.
There are exactly thirteen snarks on 32 vertices which are not a platypus.
The most symmetric of these thirteen snarks has an automorphism group of
size 16 and is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: The most symmetric snark on 32 vertices which is not a platypus.
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3. Platypuses with a given girth
In this section we study the question for which integers g ≥ 3 there exist
platypuses of girth g. It is known that there are hypohamiltonian graphs
of girth g whenever 3 ≤ g ≤ 7. The order of the smallest hypohamilto-
nian graphs of a particular girth are given in [13]. While infinitely many
hypohamiltonian graphs of girth 7 are known [17], the smallest among them
being Coxeter’s graph, no hypohamiltonian graphs of girth greater than 7
are known. A related open question in this direction was raised by Ma´cˇajova´
and Sˇkoviera [17]: Do infinitely many hypohamiltonian cubic graphs exist
with both cyclic connectivity and girth 7?
Can we exceed girth 7 in the (larger) family of platypuses? In order to
address this question, we require the following well-known family of graphs.
The generalised Petersen graphs GP(n, k)—introduced by Coxeter [10] and
named by Watkins [22]—are defined as follows. For n ≥ 5 and k < n/2 put
GP(n, k) =
({ui, vi}n−1i=0 , {uiui+1, uivi, vivi+k}n−1i=0 ),
indices mod n. In this notation, the Petersen graph is GP(5, 2).
Alspach [1] showed that a graph in GP(n, k) is non-hamiltonian if and only
if n ≡ 5 (mod 6) and k = 2. Bondy [3] strengthened this result by proving
that all members of this particular subfamily are in fact hypohamiltonian,
and thus platypuses.
For n ≥ 5 and k < n/2, we define the Petersen prism PP(n, k) as
PP(n, k) =
({ui, vi, w1i , w2i }n−1i=0 , {uiui+1, uiw1i , w1iw2i , w2i vi, vivi+k}n−1i=0 ),
indices mod n.
Figure 4: The generalised Petersen graph GP(7,3) and the Petersen prism
PP(7,3).
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We call the edges of type uivi of a generalised Petersen graph spokes.
Then the associated Petersen prism can be obtained by adding two vertices
on each spoke. Figure 4 shows GP(7,3) and PP(7,3).
Let G be a graph, consider its Cartesian product with P2, i.e. GP2, and
replace each copy of P2 with P3. We will call the resulting graph the dotted
prism over G and denote it with G˙. In a 2-connected graph G, we denote a
path P ⊂ G on k ≥ 3 vertices and with end-vertices v, w a k-ear if {v, w} is
a vertex-cut in G and every vertex in V (P ) \ {v, w} has degree 2 in G. We
will also require an ear not to contain super-ears, i.e. for every ear P there
exists no ear P ′ such that P ( P ′.
It was shown in [23] that the dotted prism over a hamiltonian graph G
of odd order n ≥ 3 is a platypus, and that replacing any number of 3-ears
with 4-ears in a dotted prism over an odd cycle yields a platypus. Let us
call D the operation of replacing in a given graph every 3-ear with a 4-
ear. Then D(C˙n) = PP(n, 1), where Cn is the cycle of length n. So each
member of PP(n, 1) is a platypus for odd n. However, and this is easy to
see, the maximum girth of a member of PP(n, 1) is 8 (realised, for instance,
by the graph PP(9, 1) = D(C˙9)), one more than Coxeter’s graph. Can we
find platypuses of girth greater than 8? Yes, we can! But first we need two
preparatory results:
Lemma 3. The Petersen prism PP(n, k) with n odd is non-hamiltonian.
Proof. Assume it is hamiltonian. All vertices w1i , w
2
i must be visited (i.e.
each spoke must be traversed), which is only possible if the hamiltonian
cycle contains every spoke, i.e. all paths uiw
1
iw
2
i vi. As n is odd, there is an
odd number of such paths, which yields a contradiction.
Theorem 8. The Petersen prism PP(n, 2) with n odd is a platypus.
Proof. Consider G ∈ {PP(n, 2) : n ≥ 5 is odd}. From Lemma 3 it fol-
lows that G is non-hamiltonian. We leave to the reader the easy proof that
PP(5, 2) is a platypus and assume in the following that n ≥ 7. We use the
notation from the definition of a Petersen prism, and all indices shall be
taken mod n. For a path in G containing a spoke S = uiw
1
iw
2
i vi, we write S
as (uv)i when traversed from ui to vi, and as (vu)i if traversed from vi to ui.
Let
q =
{
n− 1 if n = 1 mod 4
n− 2 if n = 3 mod 4.
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The path
(uv)0(vu)2(uv)1(vu)3u4...(uv)q
is a hamiltonian path in G from u0 to vq. (To be clear: when n = 3 mod 4,
the paths ends with ...(uv)q−1(vu)q+1(uv)q.) By symmetry and the fact that
n is odd, we can conclude that G − ui and G − vi are traceable for all i. A
hamiltonian path in G− w10 must have w20 as an end-vertex. The path
w20v0(vu)n−2(uv)n−3(vu)n−1u0(uv)1(vu)3(uv)2...(uv)q−3
is hamiltonian in G−w10. Similarly, a hamiltonian path in G−w20 must have
w10 as an end-vertex. For n = 1 mod 4 consider
w10u0(uv)1(vu)n−1(uv)n−2v0(vu)2(uv)3(vu)5(uv)4(vu)6...(vu)n−3,
while for n = 3 mod 4 consider
w10u0(uv)n−1(vu)n−3(uv)n−2v0(vu)2(uv)1(vu)3...(vu)n−4.
These are hamiltonian paths in G− w20. Once more invoking the symmetry
of the graph and the fact that n is odd, it follows that G−w1i and G−w2i are
traceable for all i. (The case G = PP(9, 2) is illustrated in Figure 5.) This
completes the proof.
Theorem 9. For every integer g satisfying 3 ≤ g ≤ 16 there exists a platypus
of girth g.
Proof. As discussed above, hypohamiltonian graphs (and thus platypuses)
of all girths up to and including 7 are known [13]. The Petersen prism
PP(9, 1) is a platypus of girth 8. For girth 9, consider G1 = PP(9, 2). We use
Ferrero and Hanusch’s [11, Theorem 1.1] (which is a practical restriction of
a more general result due to Boben, Pisanski and Zˇirnik [2]) and obtain that
g(GP(9, 2)) = 5. Since 9 and 2 are relatively prime, any cycle of length at
most 8 uses at least two spokes of GP(9, 2), and [11, Lemma 1.3] of Ferrero
and Hanusch yields that there exists a 5-cycle using exactly two spokes. Thus
g(G1) = 9. Theorem 8 implies that G1 is a platypus.
For girth 10, consider G2 = PP(11, 3). Proceeding as above we obtain
that g(GP(11, 3)) = 6. Since 11 and 3 are relatively prime, any cycle of
length at most 10 uses at least two spokes of G2. By [11, Lemma 1.3], there
exists a 6-cycle using exactly two spokes. Thus g(G2) = 10. By Lemma 3, G2
9
Figure 5: PP(9, 2) and the proof that all of its vertex-deleted subgraphs are trace-
able.
is non-hamiltonian. The reasoning that every vertex-deleted subgraph of G2
is traceable is very similar to what was presented in the proof of Theorem 8
and Figure 5 and therefore omitted. We also skip the analysis for girths 11
and 12, and only mention that it suffices to consider PP(13, 5) and PP(23, 5),
respectively—the arguments are similar to the ones given above.
For girth 13, consider G3 = PP(31, 7). By [11, Theorem 1.1], we have that
g(GP(31, 7)) = 8. A cycle in GP(31, 7) using no spokes has length at least
31, and it is straightforward to verify that a cycle in GP(31, 7) containing
exactly two spokes has length at least 9, and such a 9-cycle exists, take e.g.
v1v8v15v22v29u29u30u31u1.
Clearly, any cycle in G3 using four or more spokes has length at least 16.
Thus g(G3) = 13. G3 is non-hamiltonian by Lemma 3. We leave to the
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reader the routine verification that every vertex-deleted subgraph of G3 is
traceable, which is akin to the one given in Figure 5.
Similar arguments yield that PP(39, 7), PP(49, 9), and PP(59, 9) are
platypuses of girth 14, 15, and 16, respectively. We also wrote a computer
program which constructs the Petersen prism PP(n, k) for given n and k and
also verified by computer that the Petersen prisms mentioned in this proof
indeed have the desired girth.
In above theorem we have not discussed the problem of finding the small-
est (regarding order) platypus of a particular girth—a computational ap-
proach will allow us to do so in Section 5.
By Ferrero and Hanusch’s [11, Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.3], we can con-
clude that the largest girth obtainable through the approach using Petersen
prisms is 16: as girth 8 is the maximum possible girth in a generalised Pe-
tersen graph, there are always cycles of length 8 using exactly four spokes,
e.g. in GP(n, k) the cycle
u1v1vk+1uk+1uk+2vk+2v2u2,
and by [23, Proposition 2.1(v)] we cannot add more vertices on a spoke
and remain in the family of platypuses. For planar graphs, the situation is
dramatically different:
Theorem 10. A planar platypus has girth at most 9.
Proof. We need the following simple yet crucial fact first proven in [23, Propo-
sition 2.1(v)]: in a platypus, any vertex has at most one neighbour of degree 2.
Assume there exists a graph G obtained from a planar platypus of girth at
least 10 by suppressing all vertices of degree 2 (to be clear: a path uvv′w
in the planar platypus, where the degrees of v and v′ are 2 and the degrees
of u and w are at least 3, becomes uw; here, v and v′ may coincide). G is
a planar graph with minimum degree at least 3 and girth at least 6, by the
aforementioned fact. But this contradicts Euler’s formula.
Note that a planar platypus of girth g exists for every g ∈ {3, ..., 8}:
C˙3, D(C˙5) = PP(5, 1) plus an edge between the two end-vertices of a 4-ear,
C˙5, C˙7, D(C˙7) = PP(7, 1), and D(C˙9) = PP(9, 1), respectively. However, it
remains unknown whether a planar platypus of girth 9 exists.
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4. Maximum degree of platypuses
A graph G is called homogeneously traceable if every vertex of the graph
is an end-vertex of a hamiltonian path. It is easy to see that every non-
hamiltonian homogeneously traceable graph is a platypus, but not every
platypus is a non-hamiltonian homogeneously graph—simply consider non-
traceable platypuses, i.e. hypotraceable graphs. Chartrand, Gould, and
Kapoor proved in [8, Theorem 1] that if G is a non-hamiltonian homoge-
neously traceable graph, then ∆(G) ≤ n− 4. The first part of the following
theorem is a generalisation of this result.
Theorem 11. If G is a platypus of order n, then ∆(G) ≤ n− 4. For n ≤ 9
there are precisely four platypuses, each of order 9, one of maximum degree 3
and the other three of maximum degree 4, hence, the bound is not sharp for
n = 9. However, for all n ≥ 10 there exists a platypus G of order n with
∆(G) = n− 4.
Proof. We now prove the first part of the statement. We skip the simple case
∆(G) = n − 1. Assume G has maximum degree n − 2, and let v ∈ V (G)
be a vertex of this degree. Let pv be a hamiltonian path in G − v with
end-vertices u and w. Since deg(v) = n − 2, there exists exactly one vertex
x ∈ V (pv) such that v and x are non-adjacent. If x /∈ {u,w}, we contradict
the non-hamiltonicity of G (consider pv ∪ uvw), so consider w.l.o.g. x = u.
As G is 2-connected, x has a neighbour y in V (pv) which is not the (unique)
neighbour of x on pv. Now consider the subpath of pv between x and y
and remove y to obtain a path p′v with end-vertices x and y
′. Let p′′v be the
subpath of pv between y and w. Then p
′
v ∪ p′′v ∪ y′vw + yx is a hamiltonian
cycle in G, a contradiction.
Now suppose G has maximum degree n−3, and let v ∈ V (G) be a vertex
of degree n− 3. There exist two vertices x, x′ in G− v that are non-adjacent
to v. As above, let pv be a hamiltonian path in G − v with end-vertices u
and w. If neither x nor x′ is an end-vertex of pv, we are done, so assume
that x = u is an end-vertex of pv but x
′ is not. This can be dealt with as
in the first paragraph of this proof, unless the second neighbour y of x is
adjacent to x′ and lies on the subpath of pv between x′ and w, and x has
no further neighbours. Consider the hamiltonian path py in G− y. py has x
as an end-vertex, but cannot have x′ as an end-vertex, since then py ∪ xyx′
would be a hamiltonian cycle in G. Thus, x′ has a neighbour z which is not
adjacent to x′ on pv. If z lies on the subpath of pv between w and y, then,
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writing pab for the subpath of pv between vertices a and b on pv, we obtain a
contradiction through the hamiltonian cycle
pxx′ + x
′z ∪ pzw ∪ wvz′ ∪ pz′y + yx,
where z′ is the neighbour of y on pv which is not x′. If z lies on the subpath
of pv between x
′ and x, a very similar argument yields a contradiction, as
well—recall that z is not adjacent to x′ on pv.
So let pv = v1...vn−1 with x = v1 and x′ = vn−1. Since G is 2-connected,
x and x′ have neighbours vi and vj in G − v, respectively, where i 6= 2
and j 6= n − 2. We now present the five essentially different cases, all
of which lead to a hamiltonian cycle and thus a contradiction. If i ≤ j,
we have vvi−1...v1vi...vjvn−1...vj+1v. If i > j, i 6= n − 2 and j 6= 2, then
vvj−1...v1vi...vjvn−1...vi+1v is a hamiltonian cycle in G, again a contradiction.
If i > j and j = 2, then vv3...viv1v2vn−1...vi+1v leads to a contradiction. (The
case i > j and i = n−2 is analogous.) Consider the case i > j with i = n−2
and j = 2. Consider the path p in G− v2. If the end-vertices of p are v1 and
vn−1, we are done due to the cycle p ∪ v1v2vn−1. Therefore, vn−1 must have
a neighbour vk other than v2 and vn−2. But then v1...vk−1vvk+1vkvn−1vn−2v1
leads to a contradiction. Finally, consider the case that v1 and vn−1 are
adjacent. In this case it is trivial to obtain a contradiction.
That the smallest platypuses have order 9, that there exist precisely four
platypuses of that order, and that they satisfy the properties given in the
statement was proven in [23] by Van Cleemput and the third author. It also
follows by inspecting the complete list of platypus graphs up to 12 vertices
presented in Section 5.
The final part of the theorem is a direct consequence of a construction
of Chartrand, Gould, and Kapoor: they prove in [8] that for every n ≥ 10
there exists a non-hamiltonian homogeneously traceable graph (and thus a
platypus) of order n and with maximum degree n− 4.
Combining Lemma 2 with Theorem 11 we obtain the following.
Corollary 12. A maximally non-hamiltonian graph of order n cannot have
maximum degree n− 2 or n− 3.
We end this section by commenting on another theorem of Chartrand,
Gould, and Kapoor [8, Theorem 2]: they showed that if G is a homogeneously
traceable non-hamiltonian graph, then every two vertices of degree n− 4 are
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adjacent. Using an approach similar to theirs, we can extend the result and
show that this holds for platypuses, as well.
Theorem 13. In a platypus of order n, any two vertices of degree n− 4 are
adjacent.
Proof. Assume there exists a platypus G of order n with two non-adjacent
vertices v and w, each of degree n − 4. We first show that there exists a
hamiltonian vw-path in G. Assume there is no such path. Then G + vw
is a platypus of order n and maximum degree n − 3, in contradiction with
Theorem 11.
SoG contains a hamiltonian vw-path which we write as vv2v3...vn−2vn−1w.
Like Chartrand, Gould, and Kapoor, we now use the fact that G must contain
edges vv` and wv`−1 for an appropriate ` ∈ {3, ..., n−1}. We call, ad hoc, such
edges good and prove the aforementioned fact by assuming that G contains
no good edges.
Consider vi ∈ N(w) with i minimal. Since G contains no good edges,
vi+1 /∈ N(v). Then there exists a minimal j > i such that vj ∈ N(w).
Again, vj+1 /∈ N(v). Finally, there must exist a minimal k > j such that
vk ∈ N(w) (since |N(w)| = n − 4 ≥ 5). Once more, vk+1 /∈ N(v). Since
vv2v3...vn−2vn−1w is a path and i < j < k, the vertices vi+1, vj+1, vk+1 must
be pairwise distinct. However, this is impossible: we have {vi+1, vj+1, vk+1} ⊂
V (G)\({v}∪{w}∪N(v)), but the latter set has only n−(n−2) = 2 elements.
We have proven that there always exist good edges vv` and wv`−1. But then
vv2...v`−1wvn−1...v`v is a hamiltonian cycle in G, a contradiction.
5. Computational results
It is straightforward to modify our generation algorithm for hypohamilto-
nian graphs from [13] to generate all pairwise non-isomorphic platypuses of a
given order. The details of this modified generation algorithm for platypuses
can be found in the master’s thesis of the second author [20].
Our implementation of this algorithm is incorporated in our generator for
hypohamiltonian graphs and can be downloaded from [12]. Using this, we
were able to generate complete lists of platypuses for various orders and lower
bounds on the girth. The counts of these graphs are given in Table 1. All
graphs from this table can also be downloaded from the House of Graphs [4]
at http://hog.grinvin.org/Platypus
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Order # platypuses g ≥ 4 g ≥ 5 g ≥ 6 g ≥ 7 g ≥ 8 g ≥ 9
0− 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 48 2 2 0 0 0 0
11 814 4 3 0 0 0 0
12 24847 48 7 1 0 0 0
13 ? 319 27 1 0 0 0
14 ? 6623 161 2 0 0 0
15 ? ? 934 1 0 0 0
16 ? ? 7674 9 1 0 0
17 ? ? 82240 53 0 0 0
18 ? ? ? 277 0 0 0
19 ? ? ? 1161 0 0 0
20 ? ? ? 7659 5 0 0
21 ? ? ? ? 35 0 0
22 ? ? ? ? ? 1 0
23 ? ? ? ? ? 1 0
24 ? ? ? ? ? 5 0
Table 1: The number of platypuses. The columns with a header of the form g ≥ k
contain the number of platypuses with girth at least k. Note that we
do know of platypuses of girths 9, ..., 16, see Theorem 9
The algorithm from [20] was implemented in two independent ways and
all results we obtained with it were confirmed by both implementations. Next
to that, as an additional correctness test we independently verified all results
for the smaller orders by using the generator geng [18, 19] to generate all
graphs and then filtering the platypuses.
The four smallest platypuses, each of girth 3, were given in [23]. The
smallest platypus of girth 4 is shown in Figure 6 (and has order 11). The
smallest platypuses of girth 5 are Petersen’s graph P and P minus an edge. A
platypus of girth 6 was published in Figure 1b from [23] and through Table 1
we here prove that this platypus is the smallest one of girth 6. The smallest
platypuses of girth 7 and 8 are shown in Figure 7a and 7b, respectively. Note
that the former is a so-called modified dotted prism, defined in [23], in which
every 3-ear was replaced with a 4-ear.
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Figure 6: The smallest platypus of girth 4. It has order 11.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: (a) The smallest platypus of girth 7 and (b) girth 8. Their order is 16
and 22, respectively.
6. On two problems of Zamfirescu
The third author observed [23] that if a platypus contains a 4-ear, then
this 4-ear can be replaced with a 3-ear, and the resulting graph is still a
platypus. In the same paper, he raised the question whether this holds in
the inverse direction, as well. We now show that it does not.
Proposition 14. There exists a platypus containing a 3-ear, whose replace-
ment with a 4-ear does not yield a platypus.
Proof. See Figure 8. We leave to the reader the straightforward verification
that the graph shown on the left-hand side of Figure 8 is a platypus, but the
graph shown on the right-hand side is not.
The third author defined in [23] the number ψk
(
ψ¯k
)
as the order of
the smallest platypus (smallest planar platypus) of connectivity k, where,
naturally, the polyhedral case ψ¯3 is of special interest. In [23] it was proven
that ψ¯3 ≤ 25. In the following, we provide the first non-trivial lower bound
and improve the upper bound for ψ¯3.
Using the program plantri [6, 7] we generated all planar 3-connected
graphs with a given lower bound on the girth and tested (using two indepen-
16
Figure 8: There exist platypuses containing a 3-ear (left-hand side), the replace-
ment of which with a 4-ear yields a graph which is not a platypus
(right-hand side). The 3-ear which is replaced by a 4-ear is marked in
bold red.
dent programs) which of the resulting graphs are platypuses. This yielded
the following results.
Theorem 15. The following holds:
(i) The smallest planar 3-connected platypus graph has at least 18 vertices.
(ii) The smallest planar 3-connected platypus graph of girth 4 has 21 vertices
and is shown in Figure 9a.
(iii) The smallest planar 3-connected platypus graph of girth 5 has 28 vertices
and is shown in Figure 9b.
This implies the following bounds for ψ¯3.
Theorem 16. We have that 18 ≤ ψ¯3 ≤ 21.
The smallest planar 3-connected platypus of girth 3 known so far has 25
vertices and is depicted in Figure 4 of [23]. This gives us the following bounds
for the smallest planar 3-connected platypus of girth 3.
Corollary 17. The smallest planar 3-connected platypus graph with girth 3
has at least 18 and at most 25 vertices.
It was proven in [23] that there exists a polyhedral platypus of order n
for every n ≥ 25. We now improve this theorem.
Theorem 18. There exists a polyhedral platypus of order n for every n ≥ 21.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9: The smallest planar 3-connected platypus of girth 4 and 5. They have
21 and 28 vertices, respectively.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 15 (ii) that there is a polyhedral platypus of
order 21. Figures 10a and 10b show a polyhedral platypus of order 22 and
23 vertices, respectively. We leave the proof that these graphs are indeed
platypuses to the reader. Figure 3.8 of [20] shows a polyhedral platypus on
24 vertices. So together with the fact that there exists a polyhedral platypus
of order n for every n ≥ 25 as shown in [23], this proves the theorem.
(a) (b)
Figure 10: A planar 3-connected platypus on 22 and 23 vertices, respectively.
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